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ABSTRACT
This paper proposes a technique for face tracking based on the mean
shift algorithm and the segmentation of the images into regions ho-
mogeneous in color. Object and background are explicitly modeled
and updated through the tracking process. Color and shape informa-
tion are used to define with precision the face contours, providing a
mechanism to adapt the tracker to variations in object scale and to
illumination and background changes.
1. INTRODUCTION
Face tracking plays an important role in many applications such as
video indexing, visual surveillance, human computer interaction or
facial expression recognition [1]. In these applications it is neces-
sary to detect the faces, track them from frame to frame and analyze
the tracks, for instance to understand their behavior. In the simplest
form, a tracker estimates the face trajectory by locating its position
in every frame of the sequence. While this information may be suf-
ficient for some applications (e.g. detecting the presence of an in-
truder), other applications require additional data, like knowing the
orientation, extension or even the precise contour of the faces at ev-
ery frame (e.g. facial expression recognition).
In this paper we deal with this last kind of problem, that is, the
tracking and segmentation of faces along video sequences.
We propose a strategy that combines the mean shift algorithm
for tracking with a representation of the images in terms of regions
homogeneous in color. As will be discussed in the following sec-
tions, mean shift can be used as a robust and flexible algorithm for
tracking, requiring minimal training and computational resources.
In turn, the use of regions permits a robust estimation of object
and background models, as well as the precise definition of the face
shape.
The proposed algorithm improves the technique presented in [2],
by introducing an explicit model for the background which allows
a Bayesian estimation of object probabilities and a more accurate
definition of the object contours. Object and background models
are continuously updated through the process, handling variations
in object scale and pose, as well as illumination and background
changes. The resulting algorithm tracks robustly in challenging se-
quences where the previous algorithm failed.
For a complete review on different techniques for object tracking
the reader is referred to [3]. The organization of the paper is the
following. In Section 2 we review the basic mean shift algorithm and
its use for object tracking. In Section 3 we detail our region-based
approach. Section 4 presents some results of the technique and a
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comparison with the results obtained with the CAMSHIFT algorithm
[4]. Finally, Section 5 closes the paper with some conclusions.
2. THE MEAN SHIFT PROCEDURE
2.1. Basic formulation
Mean shift is an iterative, non parametric procedure for seeking the
mode of a density distribution represented by a set of samples [5, 6].
Let S be a finite set in an n-dimensional Euclidean space X , the
sample data. The sample mean with kernel K at a point x ∈ X is
defined as
m(x) =
∑
s∈S K(s− x)w(s)s∑
s∈S K(s− x)w(s)
(1)
where K defines an influence zone for x and w(x) is a weight func-
tion. The difference m(x) − x is called mean shift. The idea is to
compute the sample means for a reduced set of points T ⊂ X and
move the points in T towards their mean, until convergence. That is,
if m(T ) = {m(t) : t ∈ T}, the mean shift procedure iterates and
evolves T until it finds a fixed point T = m(T ).
Formally, a kernel K is a function defined in terms of its pro-
file function k : [0,∞] → R, a non negative, non increasing and
integrable function such that K(x) = k(||x||2).
The mean shift algorithm seeks the modes of the density es-
timate q(x) computed with another kernel H which is called the
shadow kernel of K:
q(x) =
∑
s∈S
H(s− x)w(s) (2)
The two kernels must satisfy the relationship h′(r) = −ck(r),
where h and k are the profiles ofH andK, respectively, r = ||s−x||
and c > 0 is some constant. This relationship guarantees that the
mean shift vectorm(x)−x is in the gradient direction of the density
estimate q(x), and has an adaptive step size, that is, it moves fast
when it is far from the mode and in short steps when it is near the
mode. Two kernels K typically used are the unit flat kernel and
the unit Gaussian kernel, whose shadows are the Epanechnikov and
Gaussian kernels, respectively [6].
2.2. Mean shift for tracking
In object tracking the goal is to track the location of an object at each
frame in the sequence. The evolving set T , therefore, consists of just
one point, the object centroid. In this context, a sample corresponds
to the spatial coordinates of a pixel x, and has an associated sample
weight w(x), which defines how likely it is that the pixel x belongs
to the object. The mean shift algorithm seeks the mode of the kernel
density q(x) computed with these weights.
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Typically, weights are determined using a color-based object ap-
pearance model. For instance, [4] works with a histogram of ob-
ject colors and histogram backprojection is used to assign to each
pixel the likelihood associated with its color, while [7] computes the
weights with a measure of histogram similarity between object and
background color distributions. However, the mean shift strategy
can be applied to sample weight images computed with other fea-
tures besides color, like texture similarity, background substraction
results, etc. [8, 9].
A particular implementation of the algorithm requires the def-
inition of the kernel (scale and shape), a model for the object, the
weight function and the shape and extension of the final tracked ob-
ject.
The kernel scale is a critical parameter to the performance of
the algorithm [8]. If the scale is too large, the search window may
contain background points that resemble the object model, leading
to an overestimation of the object size. A too large window may
even make the tracker converge to an area between multiple modes
instead of converging to one of them. On the other side, if the scale
is too small, the shifts may move within a flat zone of likelihood
around the mode, leading to poor object localization.
(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f)
(g) (h) (i)
Fig. 1. (a) Original image, (b) Partition, (c) Fitted partition, (d) Ker-
nel (fitted partition mask), (e) Weight image, (f) Initial object mask,
(g) Fitted ellipse, (h) Final object mask, (i) Smoothed object contour
3. A REGION-BASED APPROACH
The proposed approach to face tracking is an extension of the ba-
sic mean shift tracking algorithm that relies on the use of a color-
homogeneous image partition. Objects are represented by sets of
regions, which are used to build explicit models of object and back-
ground. These models permit the Bayesian estimation of pixel prob-
abilities, which are used first to define the weight images during the
tracking iterations and at the end, together with a face shape model,
to segment the final face. The precise definition of face contours
provides a mechanism for adapting the kernel size while tracking
faces through changes in scale, and for updating the object and back-
ground models.
3.1. Search window and kernel
The algorithm works with pixels that lie within a subimage defined
by a rectangular search window W and a partition P of the image
into regions homogeneous in color.
At each frame, the width and height of the search window are
the width and height of the bounding box of the object found in the
previous frame, scaled by a fixed factor (which is constant through
the process). The window size is the same for all iterations within a
frame.
The kernel is defined by all the regions R in partition P that are
completely included inW:
K(x) =
{
1 if x ∈ {R ∈ P/R ⊂ W}
0 otherwise (3)
Note that the kernel scale changes according to the size of the tracked
object and its shape takes into account the color homogeneity ob-
served in the image since it is defined by the regions in the partition.
The fitting is performed at each iteration of the mean shift process.
An example of image partition, fitted partition and kernel is pre-
sented in figures 1(b),(c) and (d) respectively, where the factor used
to scale the previous object size is set to 1.4, and the image partition
has 500 regions.
3.2. Object and background color models
The object color is modeled as a class conditional color distribution
computed with a histogram in the YCbCr color space. Therefore,
given a pixel x with color I(x), the likelihood of the pixel given that
it belongs to the object is p(I(x)/O) = hO(I(x)), where hO is
the object histogram. This histogram is first learned from the object
segmented in the first frame of the sequence which, in this case, is
obtained with the method presented in [10].
The background color model is p(I(x)/B) = hB(I(x)), where
hB is the background histogram. This model is first learned using a
neighborhood around the object O segmented in the first frame.
Object and background color models are updated at every frame,
combining the previous model with models derived from the object
segmented in the current frame Oc:
hOt = αhOt−1 + (1− α)hOc (4)
where α ∈ [0, 1] is the learning rate. A similar expression is used
to update the background model.
3.3. Weight function
During the tracking, the object and background models obtained at
frame t − 1 are used to segment the object at frame t. The object
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probability of a pixel x with color I(x) at frame t can be computed
using the Bayes’ formula:
p(Ot/I(x)) = p(I(x)/Ot−1)p(Ot−1)
p(I(x))
(5)
where
p(I(x)) = p(I(x)/Ot−1)p(Ot−1) + p(I(x)/Bt−1)p(Bt−1) (6)
p(I(x)/Ot−1) is the object model and p(Ot−1) is the object
probability (at t−1). In turn, p(Bt−1) is the background probability
and p(I(x)/Bt−1) the background color model.
These probabilities are used (i) to define the weight image and
also (ii) to classify each region into object or background and define
the shape of the tracked object in the current frame (see 3.4).
The weight image is computed in a region-based manner as op-
posed to the typical pixel-based approach. Each region Ri in the
fitted partition is assigned a weight value (see figure 1.e), which is
the average:
w(Ri) =
1
|Ri|
∑
x∈Ri
p(Ot/I(x)) (7)
3.4. The final shape
The final object shape is obtained in three steps. First, pixels are
classified into object or background; we choose for each pixel the
class with highest probability. Then a region Ri within the fitted
partition is said to be an object region if the majority of its pixels are
classified as object pixels, that is, if∑
x∈Ri
I(c(I(x)) = O) > 1
2
|Ri| (8)
where c(I(x)) is the pixel class (see figure 1.f).
The initial mask may contain background areas which present
colors similar to object colors and may also lack some object areas
due, for instance, to an illumination change. At this point we intro-
duce information about the object shape to correct these problems.
We assume that the face area is one connected component without
holes and that its shape is approximately elliptical. The best-fit el-
lipse is then estimated using second order moments on the weight
image (see figure 1.g). Note that to track non elliptical objects, shape
matching with distance transforms can be used to fit an object shape
model to the initial mask.
Finally, information from the fitted ellipse and the initial ob-
ject mask are combined. The final object shape is formed by high
probability regions that touch the filled fitted ellipse and regions that
correspond to holes in the initial mask (see figure 1.h). Figure 1.i
shows the final smoothed face contour superimposed on the original
image.
3.5. Algorithm summary
The algorithm proceeds according to the following main steps:
1: Compute the object and background models using the object
segmented in the first frame
2: Estimate the initial position x0 and initial size of the search win-
dow; define a subimage where the search window will move
3: Partition the subimage into small regions homogeneous in color.
Define the kernel by fitting the partition to the search window.
4: Compute object and background probabilities and the weight
image.
5: Estimate the new position xi+1 = m(xi)
6: Repeat steps 4-5 until convergence
7: Define the output, that is, the extent and shape of the tracked
object by classifying regions in object or background
8: Update object and background models
9: Return to step 2 for the next frame
4. RESULTS
To check the effectiveness of the proposed method, we have tested it
on a wide variety of challenging image sequences. Results compar-
ing the performance of our system with that of CAMSHIFT (from
OpenCV library) are available at our website http:// gps-tsc.upc.es
/ imatge / Veronica / RBMS-ModelUpdate.html and some sample
frames are presented in figure 2. The first three sequences shown
here can be obtained from http:// research.microsoft.com / vision /
cambridge / i2i/ DSWeb.htm
In all the examples, object and background histograms are com-
puted in the YCbCr color space, with 32 bins per component, and
the same parameters (scale = 1.4, α = 0.5) are used.
The first sequence ”Jamie1r” presents a fast moving face with
large variations in scale. As the face approaches the camera, the
region-based approach correctly tracks and segments the face, and
when it moves backwards it recovers the correct shape in a few
frames. The CAMSHIFT algorithm fails when the face moves across
part of the background with a similar color (the door), and a large re-
gion of the background is mistaken for the object.
The second example, the ”Ms” sequence, shows variations in
face pose and an arm approaching the face. The presence of the hand
is correctly managed by the proposed algorithm due to the fitting
process. The CAMSHIFT tracker correctly deals with pose changes
but around frame #205 the search window starts growing, including
the arm and part of the background and the algorithm converges to an
area between the two modes. The third and four examples show the
performance of both systems for a sequence with partial occlusion
and pose changes (”IUJW”), and for a sequence with illumination
variations and camera motion (”Foreman”).
The computational cost introduced by the use of the partition
depends to some extent on the size of the object being tracked. The
average number of frames processed per second is 10, for a set of 20
sequences with faces of different sizes (experiments performed on a
Core 2Duo at 1.86GHz).
Fig. 3. Average number of iterations per frame
Figure 3 presents, for the same set of sequences, the average
number of mean shift iterations per frame. The global average is
2.43 for the region-based algorithm and 2.59 for the CAMSHIFT.
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#001 #005 #020 #022 #023 #024 #031 #046
#001 #056 #089 #173 #205 #211 #216 #230
#001 #016 #029 #063 #001 #085 #173 #187
Fig. 2. Results for the sequences ”Jamie1r”, ”MS”, ”IUJW” and ”Foreman” with (first, third and fifth rows) the proposed algorithm and
(second, fourth and sixth rows) the CAMSHIFT algorithm
5. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented an extension of the mean shift algorithm for face
tracking and segmentation that relies on the use of an image par-
tition and explicit color models for object and background, which
are updated through the tracking process. The algorithm has been
tested on many different sequences with very good results in diffi-
cult situations such as scale and pose variations, moving cameras
and changing scenarios. Future work will examine the use of shape
information to avoid leakages in the final shape contour and to adapt
faster to changes in scale.
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